Cisco DNA: Transforming the way we connect

Cisco Wireless: Transforming the way we connect

Wireless is the primary access in the digital world.

4.88

In 2022, there is projected to be 4.8 billion devices on the air.

18 Billion

In 2022, there is projected to be 18 billion devices on the air.

$6 Trillion

Customer experiences will cost the world $6 trillion annually by 2021.

Wi-Fi

We retailed issues are twice commonly reported Wi-Fi related issues.

What if your network could constantly scale, adapt and protect for:

- Automation, policy deployment across the network
- Scanning user weights and requirements to provide personalized services
- Providing secure access and segmented unsecured devices from the network
- Predicting the network from performance gaps and security issues

Cisco Wireless: Transforming the way we connect

Three Ways of Buying

1. Cisco DNA Essentials
   - DNA Essentials delivers base automation.
   - DNA Advantage delivers advanced automation.
   - DNA Premier delivers automatic security and location.

2. Cisco DNA Advantage
   - DNA Advantage delivers advanced automation.
   - DNA Advantage delivers advanced security.
   - DNA Advantage delivers advanced location.

3. Cisco DNA Premier
   - DNA Premier delivers automatic, advanced, and secure.

Cisco Software Support Service (SWSS) included in all subscriptions

Learn More